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Social Workers' Salaries vs. Educational Debt Burden: A Losing Battle

Michael Wadham
Wright State University, College of Liberal Arts, Department of Social Work
INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND
College tuitions rise at disparate rates with starting salaries and
inflation, causing student debt to weigh on social work
graduates. The NASW - Ohio Chapter created a survey to
investigate this disparity and its consequences. The purpose of
this study was to analyze the qualitative data set of the NASW’s
survey for themes and common perceptions. Several themes
were identified.

“I struggle to pay all of my bills
every month.”
month.” – ‘James’

RESULTS/IMPLICATIONS

• Social workers face overwhelming debt and low salaries,
despite the level of required education for their positions
• The future of social work is uncertain, as social workers leave
the field to pursue more lucrative positions
• “I’ve

had to go back to school for another
career to supplement my MSW work.”
work.” – ‘B’

OBJECTIVES

“I no longer work in the field; couldn’t
afford to.”
to.” – ‘Jeremiah’

• Analyze qualitative data provided by NASW Ohio Chapter
survey respondents
• Identify themes and perceptions of the relationship between
social workers’ salaries and educational debt

Source: NASW – Ohio Chapter

RESEARCH DESIGN/METHODS
• Data was collected from respondents of an NASW Ohio
chapter survey on educational debt
• 701 social workers responded to the survey
• 174 respondents left optional written comments
• Using Microsoft Excel, content analysis was conducted on the
qualitative data set to identify themes and perceptions

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Education, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts

“Our salary is not commensurate with our
work. We deserve higher pay and more
competitive salaries.”
salaries.” – ‘Julie’
“Social workers are required to be highly
educated but get paid a fraction of their
worth.”
worth
.” – ‘Chris’
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“If I could change things, I may not have
entered the social work field.”
field.” – ‘Amy’
RESULTS
Several themes were identified:
• Financial difficulties
• Varying lengths of time and repayment methods
• Social workers feeling undervalued and underpaid
• Loan forgiveness programs
• Reflective regret
• Need for greater advocacy

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York

LIMITATIONS/FUTURE RESEARCH
• Study is limited to Ohio residents only; future research could
collect and investigate data from other states.
• Study is limited by self-reporting bias
• This survey was primarily a quantitative study, and write in
comments were optional. Future study could focus on more
intensive qualitative data collection and analysis.
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